
Announcement: Early Bird discount for VA Conference ends June 30.  
VA Astrologers meeting March 2. Only graduates and Leadership 
Program students. 
 
Meeting at our house, March 2, 2022. 10 AM to 5 PM. All food will be 
prepared, no cost to graduates and Leadership Program students. A fun 
day of sharing, interpreting charts, getting to know one another, etc. 

Free Pre-Conference lecture (normally $150) 

* * * * * 

Harmonic charts: 
8 5 7 9 11 13    17 19    23 29 31 
and any others that are strong (we will learn how to find strong 
vibrations) 
 
1st video: The Power of Exact Direct Midpoint Structures 
 
Vivaldi:  

Ven cnj Nep/Plu no orb. 
Sat cnj Ven/Plu 15' orb. 

Some of these planets are in a 1/5 and a 13/66 aspect simultaneously. 

Any questions about how this appears in the 5V and 11V charts? 
 
When there is a direct midpoint structure (planet conjunct or 
opposition the midpoint of two other planets), the angular distance of 
each planet to the focal planet is nearly the same and the vibration of 
that aspect is very important. 



2nd video:  Interpreting Midpoints Structures with Vibrational 
Astrology 

A Jerry Lewis, a comedian. Are you famliar with him? 
 
Moon-Mercury-Uranus: in charts of comedians. This is from looking at 
charts of famous comedians and theory. Research to confirm this by 
seeing if comedians in the database have this in their charts would 
increase our confidence in this. We have mild confidence in this. Note: 
most astrological ideas are even more anecdotal because they do not 
focus on cases that don't work. 
 
Harmonic Patterns Listing #1 !!!!! (In Sirius 3.0 the orb is also shown). 
Let's look at Mer cnj Moo/Ura for Jerry Lewis. 
Let's FEEL this midpoint pattern with 5x4 and 17x6 qualities! 

3rd Video: Midpoint Structures: Their Use in Cosmobiology and 
Vibrational Astrology 

Reinhold Ebertin's system of cosmobiology. How Ebertin's use of 
midpoints is different from how we use them in VA. It is not critically 
important to understand all of these details about cosmobiology, but it 
helps to have a sense of how the ideas were developed from other 
systems and what the similarities and differences are between 
cosmobiology and VA. 

It is important to say the midpoint structure properly. Example: In Tori 
Amos's chart: "Moon is conjunct the Uranus/Neptune midpoint.". Note 
that the slash ("/") means midpoint of the two planets. 
 
Important is how a 3/8 aspect is a conjuntion in the 8V chart. This is 



true for an aspect between planets as well as an aspect of a planet to 
the midpoint of 2 other planets. 

4th Video: Isotraps: What they are and How to Interpret them  
Paul Simon's 55V chart: Two trines:  
Probably a powerful isotrap. Multiply by 3 because these are trines 
All 4 planets are aspected to each other. 

5th Video: Arabic Parts: A Marriage of Hellenistic and Harmonic 
Astrology 

An Arabic Part is the 4th part of an isotrap! 
Given 3 planets, there are 3 arabic parts to these 3 planets.  
For Sun, Moon and Asc these are POF, POS and POR (Part of Fortune, 
Part of Spirit and Part of Redemption) 

6th Video: The Harmonic Basis of Arabic Parts, Composite Charts, and 
Critical Degrees 

Composite charts: Midpoint of same planet. There is also the 
time-space composite. 
Jonas Birth Control: Each month when Sun-Moon angle in the sky is the 
same as at birth of the woman. 

Critical Degrees: An idea that was taught in the 70's and 80's and now is 
not very popular. 

7th Video: Sacred Geometry of Arabic Parts in Astrology 

This is a bit complex and you don't need to remember it, but I want you 
to see it to appreciate that there is a beautiful and intricate cosmic 
tapestry. The animation of the moving Arabic Parts is very cool. 



8th Video: Arabic Parts: The Importance of Twin Parts in 
Interpretation 

Like the 7th video, this is a bit complex but I want you to get a sense of 
some of the intricate patterns that are created by arabic parts. 
Note: in ancient western astrology, people are classified as Day People 
and Night People. We do not use this idea in VA. 

 

------------------------------------- 

From going through your homework assignments: 
 
1. This course is learning the language of VA and being able to pull up 
information. I don't expect you to be able to interpret very well yet. 

2. A big key to interpretation: get the feeling of the entire 
configuration. Note that the outer planets modify the inner planets. 
 
Examples: 
Isotrap in natal chart of Jerry Garcia 
Dawn's 23-Vibe chart 
Midpoint structures in Rachna's chart 
Angela's 31-Vibe chart 

 

------------------------ 

Rectification. Event occurs near the end of the day in New Zealand. 
She was in the USA. 



 
 
 


